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Summary

Recommendation

Negatlve Approval vote: The Omaha Public Power Distr¡ct (OPPD) and the Lincoln Electric System (LES)

respectfully request that the SPP RE Trustees consider rejecting the proposed SPP RE UFLS regional

standard based on the reasons contained within this paper.

Summary of Reasons

t. With the NERC Board of Trustees adoption of NERC standard PRC-006-1 on October 18, 2010,

and FERC's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) expressing their intent to approve the NERC

standard (fìled on October 20,2OLl, Docket No. RM11-20-000), this proposed Regionalstandard

is no longer needed. The continent w¡de NERC PRC-006-1 standard mandates that Planning

Coordinators (i.e. SPP RTO) create an Underfrequency Load Shedding Plan. FERC agreed with

NERC's approach stating in their NOPR that a Regional Entity (RE = MRO, SPP RE, etc.) should not

be responsible for a UFLS plan. (ltem 1 below)

Every other Regional Entity that is currently working through their regional process of creating a

regional specific UFLS standard has suspended those efforts in light of the FERC issued NOPR

which expresses the Commission's intent of approving the NERC PRC-006-1 standard. SPP RE is

the only RE currently considering moving forward with a regional specific UFLS standard. (ltem

2 below).

The SPP RE regional standard is in direct conflict wíth NERC's PRC-006-1 standard. (ltem 3

below)

a. The NERC approved standard requires the SPP Planning Coordinator to create a UFLS

program, however the SPP RE standard requires all of the UFLS entities to create a

program. As written, the SPP RE UFLS entities will have 2 programs to follow, the PC's

and their own. Additionally, OPPD and LES question whether a small Distribution

Provider UFl.S Entity in any position to develop their own UFLS program.

b. Many of the Requirements in the SPP RE standard are duplicative of the NERC standard

and therefore not needed in the Regional Standard. Other requirements within the SPP

RE standards contradict the NERC standard'

5PP's regional standard does not meet the criteria that FERC has indicated as being necessary in

order to receive FERC's approval. Additionally NERC staff is currently working on a white paper

to better inform REs of when a regional standard is appropriate in order to ensure that Regional

standards are not needlessly created. (ltem 4 below)'
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5. A SPP RE standard only applies to-213ñ of the SPP Planning Coord¡nator (SPP RTO) footprint

(ltem 5 below).

6. The SPP RE Regional Standard Drafting Team has stated that Go/GoP's are not required to meet

the PC's UFI.S program as described in the continent wide PRC{þ6'1 standard. That ¡s not true

(ltem 6 Below).

7. A questionable weighting structure within the SPP RE allowed the vote to pass at the

membershlp level(ltem 7 below).

Conclusion

With the filing of FERCs October 20,zOlL NOPR (Docket No. RM11-20{æ) to approve NERC

standard PRC{06-1, regional UFLS standards are no longer needed.

All UFLS related issues must be addressed in the SPP RTO's NERC required UF|S Pro8ram, per

PRC-006-1.

There are not gaps in the NERC standard. lf the SPP RE Standard Drafting Team disagrees with
this statement, they should work with NERC on a cont¡nent wide flx and not a regionalfix, so to
ensure the reliability of the continent wide BES.

OPPD and LES representatives wlll be part¡c¡pat¡ng on the SPP RE Trustees meeting via teleconference if

the Trustees wish to discuss any details within this paper.

Details

Item 1

With the NERC BOT adoption of NERC standard PRC-006-1 on October 18, 2010, this proposed Regional

standard is not needed. ln general, a UF|S program should cover the entire SPP RTO (or more

specifically, the Planning Coordinator)footprint, however passing a SPP RE RegionalStandard will not

accomplish this. ln only 2 of the 8 NERC RE Regions do the RE boundaries align with the RTO

boundaries, thus it makes little sense to develop a UFIS program on a RE footprint basis as was required

in the current mandatory and enforceable NERC UFIS standard, PRc{06{ (version zero). NERC

recognlzed this fact and has assigned the responsibility of developing a UFlS program to the Planning

Coordinators, i.e. the SPP RTO, in the new cont¡nent-wide NERC standard PRC-006-1. FERC also agrees

wlth this approach as is evident in their NOPR to approve PRC-@6-1 which the Commission filed on

October 20,zotl (Docket No. RM11-20{00). Within Paragraph 46 of th¡s Order FERC states:

Requirement R2.3 øllows plannlng coordinotors to 'odjust the ísland boundories to differ from the
Reglonal Entlty orea boundories by mutuol consent where necessory" to preserve cont¡guous lslond

boundorles thot better reflect simuløt¡ons. The Commìssion ogrees thot identifying islond boundoríes

høsed on where they ore lîkely to occur due to system chorocteristics, os opposed to mointoinÍng
rigld Regionol EntW oreo boundorles, should result in more effectlve UFIS progroms. Accordlngly,

the Commissìon encouroges cooperotion omong entities to creote UFIS progroms thot set islønd

boundories bosed on where seporotions ore expected to occur during on under frequency event.
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The proposed SPP RE regional standard assigns the responsibiliÇ of creating a UF|S program to the
.,UFlj Entities" (Transmission Owners and Distribution Providers) which contrad¡cts NERC's and FERCs

belief that a UF|S program should be developed by the Planning Coordinator. lt should be noted that

currently within the SPP RE footprint there are 53 registered D¡str¡but¡on Providers and ¿tO registered

Transmission Owners. oppD and LES do not believe many of these smallTOs and DPs are in any position

to develop a UF¡¡¡ pfogram as required by Rl and R2 of the SPP RE standard, nor do they have the wide

area view necessary to set up islanding schemes, R3 of the SPP RE standard.

Item 2

Spp RE is the only RE consldering moving fonvard with the development of a UFIS regional standard at

this time, all other REs have halted the¡r work.

At one t¡me or another, all 8 NERC REs were developing a Regional Standard in order to meet the "f¡11 ¡n

the blank" requirements found within the PRC{06-0 (version zero) standard. The UF|S regional

standards in three of these regions (NPCC, SERC and WECC) had reached the point of their Regional

Board's approval prior to FERC issuíng their NOPR in which the Comm¡ssion states that they will be

approving the cont¡nent wide NERC PRC-OO6-1 standard. FERC's notification of the pending approval of

the NERC cont¡nent wide standard has eliminated the need for a regional UF|S standard. While it is not

possible to know for certain whether or not these RE memberships (and their RE Boards) would have

still approved their Regional standards even after there was no longer a need for it, it is plausible to

believe that some of the Board members and registered ent¡t¡es within these three RE Reg¡ons are likely

now concerned with the duplication of regulatory requirements and the double ieopardy they have

placed upon the¡r Planning Coord¡nators, Transmission Owners and Distribution Providers'

Four additional REs (FRcc, MRo, RFc and TREI have halted the development of the¡r uFlS regional

standard at this tlme. According to NERCs website, the development of other regional standards has

contlnued, however in allfour of these rcgions the UFl.S standards development process has been

halted. These four RE Boards have recognized the fact that a regional UF|S standard is not only

unnecessary, but also conflicts with the approved NERC standards PRC-006-1.

Item 3

tn FERCs October 20,z}1-t NOPR (Docket No. RM11-20-O00), FERC proposed to approve PRC-(Ð6-1,

NERCs continent wide UFLS standard. Within this NERC standard there are 14 Requirements assigned

to the Planning Coordinators, UFIS Entlties and the Transmission Owners. Those requ¡rement are

summarized here:

NERC Standerd

Plannins Coordlnator

. Rl-Work with adjacent PC's to determine expected UFIS islands

. R2 - Deffne the island boundaries
¡ R3 - Develop a UF|S program meeting the characteristics outlined in the NERC standard



r R4 - Study the UFIS program design every 5 years per the crlteria outlined ln the NERC

standard
. R5 - Coordinate their program design with neighboring PCs

. R6- Ma¡nta¡n a UFLS database
r R7 -Share the UFI-S database with neighboring PCs

. R1l- lf UFIS event, study PC program within a year

. R12 - lf UFIS event, reassess the PC UFIS program

. R13 - lf UFIS event, coordinate investigation with other affected PCs

¡ R14 - Respond to written comments of the UF|S Entities or the Transmission Owners before

finalizlng the UFI.S Program created in R3

UFI-s Ent¡ties

¡ RB - Provide UFIS data to the PC

r R9 - Shall set up load to trip accord¡ng to the PC's Program

Transmission Owner

. R10 - shalltrip cap bank, line+ reactorc if required by the PCs Program

The SPP RE's proposed standard applies to the Planning Coordinator, the UFIS Entities and Generator

Owners. Since this is a SPP RE standard, it only applies to companies registered within the SPP RE

footpr¡nt. The Requirements from the SPP RE standard are summarized here:

SPP RE Standard

Planninq Çoordinator

R4 - lf UFI.S event, perform a UFI.S technical assessment

o This is duplicative of Rll of the NERC standard and is therefore not needed

R8 - shall determlne if a generator cannot meet their R7 requirements

o This is not required in the current NERC standard and therefore may be suitable to

include within a SPP RE Regionalstandard if the SPP RE believes it is "necessitated

by a physical difference in the Bulk Power System" (see ltem 4)

UFLS Entities

R1, R2, R3 - shall develop and implement a UFIS program

o This conflicts wlth the NERC standard, whlch requires the PCto develop a PC wide

Program for all UF|S entat¡es

R5 - shall provide UFIS data to the PC

o This is duplicative of R8 of the NERC standard and therefore not needed. However,

RB of the NERC standard requires the PC to collect this information from all of the
pc's uFLS ent¡tles (not just the sPP RE UFLS entities), so this requirement could set

the SPP RTO (as the PC) up for a violation of the regional standard.
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Generator Owner

R6 - provide data to the Planning Coord¡nator

o See ltem 6

R7 -verify their generators will not tr¡p above the given frequency curve

o See ltem 6

R9 - shall make arrangements to shed load if the generator must trip above curve

o See ltem 6

Additionally, several of the SPP regional requirements also circumvent the actual NERC requirements.

For instance, PRC-00G1 R14 allows UFI.S entities orTransmission Owners to provide comments to the

Planning Coordinator regarding the UFl-S program, lf this regional standard was in place, registered

entities will not be allowed to comment on the overall UFLS program.

Item 4

FERC has indicated that they will consider approving regional differences (variances) and Regional

Standards that meet the following criteria:

Item 34: tl 274 of the ERO CertifÌcation Order:

"The Commission has stated that we will accept the following two types of regional difference$

provided they are othenruise just, reasonable, not unduly discriminatory or preferential and in the

public interest, as required under the statute:

(1) a regional difference that ¡s more str¡ngent than the continent-wide Reliability Standard,

including a regional difference that addresses matters that the cont¡nent-wide Reliability Standard

does not; and

(2) a regional Reliability Standard that is necessltated by a physical difference in the Bulk-Power

System.

The FERC-approved definitions of Regional Standard (from the Rules of Procedure) are:

"Reglonal rellabllity standard" means a type of reliability standards that is applicable only within a

part¡cular regional entity or group of regional entities. A regional reliability standard may augment, add

detail to, or implement another reliability standard or cover matters not addressed by other reliability

standards. Regional reliability standards, upon adoption by NERC and approval by the applicable ERO

governmental authority(ies), shall be reliability standards and shall be enforced within the applicable

regional entity or regional entities pursuant to delegated author¡ties.

OPPD and LES do not belleve that the SPP RE standard meets either of the FERC qualifications nor does

¡t meet the FERC approved definition of a Reglonal reliability standard, which will llkely have bearing on

its approval at FERC. lt should be noted that FERC has not approved a single UFIS regional standard as

of yet.
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Item 5

As the SPP RE Standard Drafting Team is aware, the PRC-006-1 NERC standard essentially requires that

the Planning Coordinators (the SPP RTO) develop a UFLS Program for their Planning Coordlnator

footprint, and that their UFIS Ent¡t¡es, which would then include the non SPP RE registered entities, are

required to follow that Planning Coordinato/s Program. This SPP RE regional standard, which was

written for the most part by SPP RTO staff, would be duplicative, confusing and unnecessary based on

the fore mentioned facts. Rather than creating another standard to comply with, the SPP RTO and their

members (including OPPD and LES) should work toward creat¡ng the SPP RTO's UF|S program that will

incorporate the ideas outlined in the draft SPP RE standard and meet the requirements wr¡tten wlthin

the NERC approved (and soon to be FERC approved) continent wide standard. This SPP RE Regional

Standard does not meet the SPP RTO's NERC obliEations to create a UFIS progËm.

It should be noted that the SPP RE regional standard will not apply to the "UFLS entities" outside of the
SPP RE footprint (Nebraska entities). As the SPP RTO looks to further expand, íts footprint will likely
continue to change all the while the SPP RE footprint will remain unchanged. These current and future
"UFIS Entities" that reside outside of the SPP RE will not be registered in the SPP RE region and are

therefore outside of the SPP RE's Jurisdiction'. lt appears that the draft SPP RE UFIS Regional standard

is attempting to pull in these non SPP RE UF|-S Ent¡ties, however this will not be successful unless a

change is made to the NERC Compliance Registry. ln contrast, and per the NERC standard PRC-006-1,

non SPP RE entities would be requlred to follow the SPP RTO UFLS program, because the regional

limitation is removed from the standard. The SPP RE Regional standard undoes what NERC has fixed in

their PRC-006-1 standard.

Item 6

The Applicability section within NERC's PRC-006-1 standard reads as follows, underlining has been added

for emphasis:

1. I. Planníng Coordinators

1.2. UFLS entíties shall mean all entities tløt are responsíble for the ownership.
operation. or control o.f UFLS eauipment as required by the.UFLS Program
established by the Plannîng Coordinators. Such entilies may include one or more
of theþllowíng:

4. 2. I Transmlssion Owners
4. 2. 2 Distribulion Providers

4.3 Transmission Owners that own Elements identified in the UFLSprogram
establíshed by the Planníng Coordínators.

As previously addressed in this paper, the Planning Coordînators are required to create a UFIS program

as detailed within NERC PRC-006-1 standard. Under the Applicability sect¡on 4.2, stated above, UFIS

ent¡t¡es who own, operate, or control UFLS equipment related to the Planning Coordinato/s UFLS

program is NOT limited to just Transmission Owners and/or Distribution Providers. As the NERC

standard states, the UFIS program may include MORE than the registrations listed (TO and DP). Based



on th¡s fact, if the SPP RTO (as the Planning Coordinator) requires a GO/GOP (or any other registered

entity for that matter) within the SPP PC footprint to perform a UFLS related task then the GO/GOP must

comply. lf the GO/GOP (as a UFLS entity) does not meet the Planning Coordinator's UFLS program, they

will be in violation of the NERC standard.

Item 7

SPP RE Regional PRC-006 Voting Results

OppD and LES are also in disagreement on how the SPP RE distributes its weighted voting. lt does not

match NERC's weighted voting characteristics. NERC does not allow a single vote to carry the complete

weight of a single segment.

ln this case, one vote was placed within the Marketer/Broker segment and it carried the complete

weight of the segment. lf that vote was negative or not casted at all, the regional standard would not

have passed. lf OPPD had registered as a Marketer/Broker instead of within the Transmission Segment,

the ballot would not have passed.

/

Eric Ruska

Manager - Regulatory ComPliance

Lincoln Electr¡c System

Doug Peterchuck

Manager - ReliabilitY ComPliance

Omaha Public Power D¡strict

Standard Ballot-Calculation ofSPP UFLS Vote

Weighted
Vote
Yes

No
Registered Ballot

Body

Voting
Cast

Yes

No

15 8 7 0.53 0.4719Transmission
2 o.7t 0.297 510Generation

0t L 0 71Marketer/Broker
8 0.53 0.4723 t7 9Distribution/Load Serving Entity
0 t 04 46End User and Public lnterest

r.2244 27 t7 3.7859Weighted Total

Vote Passed (213 or 66.7% Affirmative Vote ired to Pass Standard for Further Consideration)Requ
Weighted Affirmative Yote: 76%


